Our commitment to you
Benefit from our service, the creation and
publication of standards within the 7 topics:
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DIN offers a variety of products:
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→→ Quality, product and service
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→→ Interface standards
→→ Compatibility standards
→→ Terminology, measurement
and testing standards

→→ Advice on your initial standards concept
→→ Assistance with your project initiation
→→ Acquisition of project partners
→→ Research of existing standards
→→ Project management by our experienced
colleagues
→→ Organization and management of your
workshops
→→ Provision of infrastructure (such as 
meeting rooms, web conferences, document
management system)

Take advantage of this
opportunity:
Set the Standard!

→→ Professional editing and design of your
standards in accordance with DIN
→→ Promotion of your results

DIN German Institute for Standardization
Am DIN-Platz · Burggrafenstraße 6 · 10787 Berlin
Phone +49 30 2601-2924 · Fax +49 30 2601-42924
E-mail: logistik@din.de
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Challenges Facing the
Logistics Industry

Benefits of Using
Standards

Logistics: the Market of the Future

Removing Trade Barriers

With increasing globalization and the expansion
of the European market, there are more challenges
to be faced than ever before. The logistics market
must secure its competitive status without dis
regarding its impact on human health and the
environment.

Standards support the exchange of goods and
services and help remove trade barriers along the
entire logistics chain. As a common, universal
“language” they promote compatibility, trans
parency and cost efficiency.

Numerous Operators – Numerous
Interfaces

A good idea in itself does not guarantee economic
success – market demand and acceptance are
crucial.

Promoting Innovation

More so than any other sector, the logistics
industry is characterized by a huge number of
market players and involves numerous interfaces
and solutions throughout the supply chain.

Assistance from standards allows ideas and innovations to succeed more quickly. They facilitate
swift entry to the market – their development promotes exchange between other market operators
– and they ensure that individual solutions are
quickly distributed and promptly become industry
standards. This applies equally to products, services and procedures.

Increasing Cost Pressure
High transport costs (such as fuel, tolls, protection of the environment and safety) along with
intense competitive pressures require intelligent
and efficient solutions.

Time Factors
The adherence to strict response and delivery
times is one of the most substantial customer
expectations.

→

EXAMPLES OF OUR STANDARDS:
DIN EN 16258 – Methodology for calculation and
declaration of energy consumption and GHG emissions of
transport services (freight and passengers)
DIN SPEC 1001 – Warehousing and transport logistics –
standardized performance description and assessment in
the tender phase

Your Service Provider for
Standards
→→ DIN is your partner for national, European and
international standardization.
→→ DIN is a leading global service provider for
the development of standards. We will plan,
organize and provide technical expertise for
your project whilst always maintaining a neutral

position.
→→ In addition to our knowledge and expertise,
DIN provides all interested parties from both
the private and public sector with a platform
for interdisciplinary collaboration.
→→ With DIN Standards and DIN SPEC, DIN offers
numerous measures to meet your individual
requirements.
→→ DIN is part of a global network and can distrib
ute solutions worldwide.
→→ Standards and specifications from DIN ensure
confidence in the market thanks to a high level
of brand acceptance.
→→ Anyone is able to initiate a standards project at
DIN, regardless of whether you are a company,
researcher, layperson or any other organization.

